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The Pro Logic Surround Encoder works in the same way as the Dolby Digital Stream Encoder, with

the same or similar controls, but without the Dolby Surround matrixing system, in either Pro Logic or
Dolby Pro Logic mode. The Dolby Digital Plus encoding benefits surround sound playback in three

ways. First, Dolby Digital Plus compresses 5.1 or 7.1 channels at a higher bit rate without degrading
quality, so your playback system can handle both high-quality and cheaper playback systems.
Second, Dolby Digital Plus can help isolate all the audio components inside a 5.1 or 7.1 sound

system. This improved separation will give you the best possible spatial positioning of the individual
audio components. Finally, Dolby Digital Plus supports full surround sound, which gives you the best

spatial impression of all the individual audio components. In movies, surround sound gives the
audience an enhanced sense of reality, as well as a more realistic listening experience in a theater.
More importantly, Dolby Digital Plus will allow Dolby Digital-compliant content to be compatible with

playback systems that have their own DACs and analog to digital converters, even if their sound
cards do not natively support surround sound, providing a common platform for both generations of

surround sound. The Dolby Digital Plus format adds up to eight discrete channels and retains the
high coding efficiency that has helped Dolby Digital become the most widely used audio standard in
the music industry. Dolby Digital Plus was designed to represent the vast majority of current, high-
resolution music content. Because Dolby Digital Plus represents all the information of the original,

plus new information in a new, more efficient format, it allows you to upgrade your playback system
without breaking compatibility with existing Dolby Digital content and future Dolby Digital Plus

content, as well.
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the hdtv, blu-ray, dvd and set-top box
standards all require different

components to encode and decode
dolby digital plus content. surcode for
dolby digital plus enables engineers to

use surcode technology in avid pro tools
and the media composer family, making

it a powerful, time-saving tool to
efficiently mix directly in your daw. im
not sure if i quite understand what you
want to do, but one way of getting this
would be to use a recorded encoder to
produce the 5.1 audio track which will
then be remastered to a 5.1 mix. if you
need to produce a 5.1 audio track then
you will need a 5.1 approved encoder

with an oem license from dolby such as
minnetonkas surcode. surcode is a set of

tools that enable engineers to use
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surcode technology in avid pro tools and
the media composer family, making it a
powerful, time-saving tool to efficiently
mix directly in your daw. dolby digital
plus was designed from the ground up
to be backward compatible yet broadly
adaptable as your content evolves. its

scalable enough to address a wide
range of delivery methods, from

streaming and download, broadcast and
bd to gaming, with outstanding fidelity

while still delivering the reliable
performance weve all come to expect
from ac-3. i used to work for dolby and

we used to work with tv brands to
deliver mpeg2 5.1 stuff. they were all

the same stuff. we would typically write
up a spec for each product, and if they
said they wanted 5.1 then they had to
use an approved encoder. dolby would

then license that to the tv maker.
surcode for dolby digital plus enables
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engineers to use surcode technology in
avid pro tools and the media composer

family, making it a powerful, time-saving
tool to efficiently mix directly in your

daw. 5ec8ef588b
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